Vaccine Resistance Movement Launches Preemptive Strike to Inform
Canada’s Most Vulnerable About Vaccine Dangers
As the Vaccine “Roll Out” begins in Canada, will the Vaxers receive a warm welcome and a rolled up sleeve,
or be met with the “cold shoulder treatment”?
by Wayne Prante
Late last week, a Globe and Mail article let it slip that Coastal Health would be opening H1N1
vaccination clinics on Vancouver’s Downtown East-Side (aka Skid Row) and that roving teams of nurses
would be taking to the streets with backpacks full of syringes to mass vaccinate unsuspecting street
people against the alleged “pandemic” H1N1 flu virus.
Upon hearing of these plans, members of the Vaccine Resistance Movement (which held public
demonstrations in Vancouver in August and September) sprang into action again on Sunday, launching a full
out “preemptive strike of info bombs.” Despite inclement weather, they descended upon the East Side,
fanning out in teams of two and three, armed with stacks of fact-filled flyers, to civilly inform the locals
about H1N1, as well as the history, risks and dangers of vaccines.
The volunteers visited each and every soup kitchen, shelter and social facility within a 1.5 kilometre
radius, approaching street people wherever they were gathered or were waiting in queues for food. Their
information was well received. They estimate that they were able to hand out about 1,000 flyers in under
3 hours, and that most of those whom they had approached were appreciative. Several street people
stated that they had heard about the vaccination plans, having read the prominently displayed red posters
in the hallways of the various shelters, and were already uneasy about it.
“...the street people may not have the same access to information that most of us enjoy. We feel
it’s our civic duty to ensure that they’re getting all of the facts, so that they can make an informed choice
for themselves when these Vaxers arrive next week” stated one of the team leaders. “There’s going to be
a lot of pressure put on them by the so-called authorities to get this shot...using incentives like food or
drinks, or perhaps penalties, like barring them from services if they don’t get the shot. All we want is that
they hear both sides of the story, and to know that there is a lot of fear and propaganda being spewed to
get us all to buy into this plan, by people with motives and agendas that may not be in our long-term best
interest. For us, it’s a labour of love and compassion. We just care!” she adds.
Similar actions were also carried out in Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal, and a number of smaller
towns across the country, with more people taking to the streets in the coming weeks to counteract the
government agenda and the media spin. Recent polls have shown that the public is already sceptical and
sensing that a scam is being perpetrated by the W.H.O., Big Pharma and the Medical Mafia, when well over
two-thirds of Canadians have indicated that they are not interested in getting the H1N1 shots. The
masses seem aware that the swine flu virus has not proven to be particularly prolific, nor severe, much less
very deadly. They also seem to be sceptical about the efficacy of vaccines, and are growing aware of the
dangers and risks.
Barely a third of Canadians even bother to get the seasonal flu shot (including doctors and nurses)
so one really has to wonder just what they were thinking, or whose script the federal government was
following, when it ordered 50.4 million doses for a population of 33 million Canadians. But rather than
admitting error, or conceding defeat in the face of public opinion, and scrubbing their unwarranted and
unwanted mass vaccination plans, the Federal Health Minister has instead rushed the “roll out” of this
noxious substance, originally scheduled for release in November.
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